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Abstract
Silicate glasses have evolved from basic structural materials to enabling materials for advanced applications. In this
article, we unravel the origin of the mixed alkali effect for alkali silicate 22.7R2O–77.3SiO2 glasses (R= Na and/or K) by
identifying the variation in the alkali ion location around the non-bridging oxygen atoms. To do so, we constructed a
state-of-the art structural model, which reproduces both diffraction and NMR data with a particular focus on the
behavior of the alkali ions. A novel topological analysis using persistent homology found that sodium-potassium
silicate glass shows a significant reduction in large cavities as a result of the mixed alkali effect. Furthermore, a highly
correlated pair arrangement between sodium and potassium ions around non-bridging oxygen atoms was identified.
The potassium ions can be trapped in K–O polyhedra due to the increased bridging oxygen coordination; therefore,
the correlated pair arrangement is likely the intrinsic origin of the mixed alkali effect.

Introduction
Silicate glasses are one of the oldest materials in history

and are commonly used in the modern glass industry.
They have varying physicochemical properties, such as
melting point, glass transition temperature, viscoelasticity,
thermal expansion and chemical durability with the
addition of the other network forming cations, such as
boron and aluminum ions, and the network modifiers,
namely, alkali metal or alkali earth metal ions. They are
typically manufactured as window glasses for buildings
and automobiles and display glasses for TV panels and
mobile phones.
It is well known that a short-range structural unit in silica

(SiO2) and silicate glasses is a SiO4 tetrahedron. Unlike the
structure of crystalline materials such as quartz or cristo-
balite, silica glass does not have long-range periodicity, and
the structure can be described as a network of corner-
sharing and randomly connected SiO4 tetrahedra via
bridging oxygen on the basis of Zachariasen’s random

network theory1. On the other hand, the formation of an
intermediate-range order in disordered materials, including
silica glass, is indicated by the first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) in neutron diffraction (ND) and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns2–4. The FSDP of silica glass has been
extensively investigated by ND/XRD and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations5–7, and it has been found that
the three-dimensional network possesses a periodicity (=
2π/QFSDP) of ~4Å and correlation length (= 2π/ΔQFSDP)
of ~10 Å, which is associated with the formation of large
cavities.
It is possible to infer that the introduction of alkali ions

into SiO2 glass causes partial cleavage of the tetrahedron
network, and thus, the numbers of non-bridging oxygen
(NBO) and silicon with Qn (n < 4) (where n is the number
of bridging oxygen atoms in a SiO4 tetrahedron)

8 increase
by breaking the silicon–oxygen bonds. Consequently, the
cavity volume decreases since the alkali ions occupy the
cavity site. Contrary to a simple structural change, inter-
pretation of the FSDP in binary alkali silicate glasses is
rather complicated. This is because the FSDP mainly
consists of at least six partial correlations in binary alkali
silicate glasses, and hence, the aid of computer simulation
is helpful. Previous MD simulation studies9,10 have sug-
gested that the ring structure formed by SiO4 tetrahedra is
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affected by alkali ions, resulting in broadening of the ring
size distribution. Although theoretical simulations claim
that the FSDP position and width are modified by alkali
ions10, they fail to reproduce the FSDP shape experi-
mentally observed by neutron diffraction11,12. In parti-
cular, in the case of potassium silicate glass, the FSDP in
the neutron diffraction data is not a simple peak11, and it
is not easily reproduced by MD simulations.
The structure of multicomponent alkali silicate glasses

under solid and melted conditions has also been exten-
sively studied using various experimental techniques, such
as NMR8,13,14 and Raman spectroscopy15,16, quasielastic
neutron scattering17,18, and positron annihilation spec-
troscopy19. However, it is still difficult to fully understand
the intermediate-range order in alkali silicate glasses
solely using these experimental methods. To reveal the
effect of alkali ions on the silicate network in the inter-
mediate range, it is necessary to visualize a reliable ato-
mistic model while maintaining consistency between the
theoretical atomistic model and the experimental
diffraction data.
In this work, we therefore try to unravel the atomistic

structure of three kinds of 22.7R2O-77.3SiO2 glasses (R=
Na and/or K) using reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling in
conjunction with ND and high-energy XRD (HEXRD). To
reveal the mixed alkali effect, single Na (Na100 glass), single
K (K100 glass) and an equal mixture of Na and K ions
(Na50K50 glass) were investigated. Since both Na and K ions
are abundant in the Earth’s crust and essential for modifying
the physical and chemical properties of glass, it is worth
investigating the intrinsic origin of the mixed alkali effect,
which might arise from the difference in ionic radii. Indeed,
it is well known that alkali mixing causes several unusual
phenomena; that is, when an alkali ion is gradually replaced
by another one, some physical properties vary in an extre-
mely nonlinear trend. For instance, a composition contain-
ing equally mixed alkali ions has a pronounced maximum
electrical resistivity and a substantially lower viscosity as a
concave function of the alkali content, although the variation
in the molar volume is almost linear with the alkali con-
tent20. These facts suggest that ionic migration is inhibited
by the alkali mixing associated with the formation of NBO
atoms in a modified network model of alkali silicate glasses
proposed by Greaves21. A large number of studies investi-
gating this phenomenon have been reported22–24, and
schematic models involving NBO atoms for binary alkali
oxide glasses have been proposed21,25,26. The details of the
previous studies are reviewed by Habasaki et al.27 Never-
theless, the origin of the mixed alkali effect remains unclear
because the previous simulation studies did not visualize the
alkali ion coordination around the NBO atoms in the
structural model to be consistent with the multiple experi-
mental dataset, e.g., diffraction and NMR. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to revisit the glass structure with a special focus

on the alkali ion coordination around the NBO atoms
towards reconciling the mixed alkali effect.
In this article, we measured X-ray and neutron-

weighted structural factors of the aforementioned three
alkali silicate glasses, whose dielectric constants show a
clear mixed alkali effect (Fig. S1), using state-of-the art
techniques. The diffraction data were utilized to
reconstruct atomistic views of the glasses using a
combination of RMC and MD simulations (RMC-MD)
in conjunction with the NMR data8. For the RMC-MD
simulation, proper constraints for the coordination
numbers of silicon, bond angle distribution of O–Si–O,
partial pair-distribution functions within the first
coordination shell, and Qn distributions were adopted
to avoid physically unreasonable configurations. The
optimized atomistic models were investigated by a
sophisticated topological analysis based on persistent
homology to highlight the modification of the glass
structure by alkali mixing, in addition to the ordinal
ring size and cavity size distribution analyses. We
especially focused on the behavior of the alkali ions
around the NBO atoms, as well as that of the cavities in
the glasses to tackle the intrinsic origin of the mixed
alkali effect.

Materials and methods
Materials
Alkali silicate glasses were prepared from mixtures of

reagent grade SiO2, Na2CO3, and K2CO3 powders. The
mixtures were melted at 1923 K in air. Each melt was
quenched and annealed at the glass transition tempera-
ture and then cooled slowly by 1 K/min. The nominal and
analyzed compositions of the glasses are listed in Table
S1. The alkali ion contents were determined by a Z-2310
atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Hitachi High-tech
Science Corp.) in aqueous solutions of the decomposed
glasses, and the densities were measured with the Archi-
medes method.

Diffraction measurements
The ND experiments were conducted on a high inten-

sity total diffractometer, NOVA28, installed at BL21 of the
Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility at the J-
PARC spallation neutron source. Crushed glass samples
were transferred into vanadium-nickel null alloy cells
6 mm in diameter. The wavelength range of the incident
neutron beam was 0.12 Å < λ < 8.3 Å.
The observed scattering intensities for the samples were

corrected for instrumental background, absorption of the
samples and cell, and multiple and incoherent scattering
and then normalized by the incident beam profile.
The HEXRD experiments were performed on a two-axis

diffractometer, which is dedicated for disordered materi-
als, at the BL04B2 beamline of the SPring-8 synchrotron
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radiation facility29. Crushed glass samples were trans-
ferred into SiO2 glass capillaries. The wavelength of the
incident X-ray was 0.2011 Å. The raw data were corrected
for polarization, absorption and background, and the
contribution of Compton scattering was subtracted using
standard data analysis software29.
The fully corrected data were normalized to give a

Faber-Ziman30 total structure factor S(Q). Total correla-
tion functions, T(r), were obtained by a Fourier transform
with a Lorch function31.

Modeling
The RMC modeling of the Na100, Na50K50, and K100

glasses was performed using the RMC++ code32. The
atomic number densities assumed were 0.0728Å-3,
0.0687 Å-3, and 0.0642Å-3 for the Na100, Na50K50, and
K100 glasses, respectively. The starting configurations,
which contain 3300 particles for the three glasses, were
created using hard-sphere Monte Carlo (HSMC) simula-
tions with constraints to avoid physically unrealistic
structures. The r-spacing for the calculations of partial pair-
distribution functions was set to 0.05 Å. Two kinds of
constraints were applied: the closest atom–atom approach
and the Si–O connectivity. The first one can avoid unrea-
sonable spikes in the partial pair-distribution functions. The
second forces silicon atoms to coordinate to four oxygen
atoms within a cutoff distance of 1.90 Å. In addition, the
fixed neighbor constraints33 were applied for the Si–O
correlation at 1.45–1.90 Å to reproduce the Q0:Q1:Q2:Q3:Q4

ratio obtained by the NMR study8. According to the NMR
measurements, the Q0:Q1:Q2:Q3:Q4 ratio is 0:0:1.5:55.8:42.7,
0:0:1.2:56.5:42.4, and 0:0:0.8:57.2:42.0 for the Na100,
Na50K50 and K100 glasses, respectively. The ratios
obtained by the RMC-MD modeling were 0:0:2.2:54.4:43.4,
0:0:2.5:54.7:42.8, and 0:0:3.2:53.2:43.6 for the Na100,
Na50K50 and K100 glasses, respectively. After the HSMC
simulations, the RMC simulations were conducted to
reproduce the X-ray S(Q) and neutron S(Q) data. Following
the RMC simulations, the atomic configurations were
optimized by the MD simulations.
The MD simulations were performed using the

LAMMPS package34 with the Morse-type interatomic
potential developed by Pedone et al.35. For the alkali
silicate glasses, the structures obtained by the RMC
simulations were optimized by minimizing the energy
using the conjugate gradient method. During the opti-
mization, the volume was kept constant. In the case of
silica glass, a random configuration composed of 3000
atoms was prepared with respect to the experimental
density, and then, an equilibrium configuration was con-
structed using the melt quenching method. That is, fol-
lowing the melting simulation at 3500 K for 500 ps, the
model was cooled down to 300 K with a quenching rate of
1 K/ps. Eventually, the system was equilibrated at 300 K

for 300 ps. The equation of motion was integrated with a
1 fs time step with the canonical ensemble (NVT). A
Nosé–Hoover thermostat36 was employed to control
temperature.
After the MD simulations, all configurations were

refined by additional RMC simulations while constrain-
ing the coordination number of silicon, the bond angle
distribution for O–Si–O, and the partial pair-
distribution functions within the first coordination
shell to avoid formation of an unfavorable disordered
structure.

Topological analyses
The primitive (Si–O)n ring size distributions for the

alkali silicate glass were calculated using the R.I.N.G.S.
code37. The surface cavity analysis was performed
employing the pyMolDyn code38 with a cut off distance rc
= 2.5 Å. The persistent homology analyses were per-
formed using the HomCloud package39. Given a set of
points in space, persistent homology captures the topo-
logical multiscale structures, and those identified are
compactly expressed in a persistence diagram. The con-
struction of the persistence diagram follows the process
schematically described in Fig. 1a. We first replace each
point with a sphere and increase the radius from zero to a
sufficiently large value, which corresponds to the chan-
ging resolution of our input x, y, and z coordinates of
atoms. Then, we record the pair of radii (b, d) at which a
ring in a specific location appears (birth) and disappears
(death). The persistence diagram is a histogram of the
birth-death plane counting of rings at the coordinate
(b, d). The diagram enables one not only to count the
number of rings but also to characterize those shapes at
multiscales. Typical examples of birth-death pairs for
typical regular structures are depicted in Fig. 1b–d. For
regular hexagonal points whose distance between points
is a, the ring appears at radius a/2 and disappears at
radius a, as shown in Fig. 1b. For a regular triangular
configuration, the ring appears at a/2 and disappears at
ffiffi

1
3

q

a � 0:577a, as shown in Fig. 1c, and the one-

dimensional persistence diagram for regular hexagonal/
triangular points is shown in Fig. 1d. Further details are
described in ref. 40. In this article, persistence diagrams
are used to investigate rings and polyhedral formations in
atomic configurations. We also note that the detected
rings are recorded during the computation of the dia-
grams, and hence, we can explicitly identify their geo-
metric shapes.

Results and discussion
The mixed alkali effect
Figure S1 shows the dielectric constants, εr, for the alkali

silicate glasses measured at different frequencies. It is well
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known that mixed alkali glasses show a pronounced
reduction in dc conductivity in comparison with single
alkali glasses20,41. Indeed, the εr shown in Fig. S1 exhibits a
nonlinear trend as a function of the K2O amount and has
a minimum value in the Na50K50 glass at all frequencies.
It is also observed that the mixed alkali effect diminishes
with increasing frequency. This behavior is in agreement
with the previous study on the 33.3(Na2O+Li2O)-
66.7SiO2 system

41. Thus, the mixed alkali effect is clearly
observed in the electrical properties of the alkali silicate
glasses.

Structure factors and real-space functions
Figure 2 compares the neutron and X-ray structure

factors, SN,X(Q), between the alkali silicate glasses and
SiO2 glass. A sharp FSDP is observed at Q ~ 1.5 Å−1 in the
SN,X(Q) for SiO2 glass, whereas the FSDP becomes
broader when alkali ions are added. The FSDP also
appears in the SN(Q) for the alkali silicate glasses, but the
shape of the peak is very complicated. Indeed, an extra
peak is observed at Q ~ 0.8 Å−1 in the case of the K100
glass. On the other hand, the FSDP is not visible in the
SX(Q) for both the Na50K50 and K100 glasses due to the
large weighting factors of potassium for X-rays. The

second principle peak (PP) is found only in the SN(Q)
because the PP reflects the oxygen-oxygen correlation,
which is easily detected by neutrons. It is worth noting
that an average of the diffraction profiles of the Na100 and
K100 glasses (black broken curve) is almost identical to
the experimental data for the Na50K50 glass (green curve)
for both SN(Q) and SX(Q), implying that the mixed alkali
effect cannot be detected easily in the diffraction data.
Readers can find the enlarged figures in Fig. S2, which
show only subtle differences.
The neutron and X-ray total correlation functions,

TN,X(r), for the alkali silicate glass are shown in Fig. 3.
The Si–O correlation peak is located at 1.62 Å with a
Si–O coordination number of 4.0 ± 0.1 in all glasses, and
the Na–O correlation exhibits a small peak at approxi-
mately 2.3 Å in the cases of the Na100 and Na50K50
glasses. The O–O correlation peak and the Si–Si cor-
relation peak are found at 2.63 Å and 3.08 Å, respec-
tively, in SiO2 glass, but the peak overlaps with the K-O
correlation peak for the Na50K50 and K100 glasses. It is
expected from the Si–Si correlation peak that a more
complicated structure should be formed in the alkali
silicate glasses. However, it is not easy to extract more
detailed information beyond the short range according
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to real space analysis, demonstrating the limitation of
pairwise real-space correlations, although element-
specific experimental real-space functions can extract
long-range information42.

Analysis of partial structure
To obtain clear insight into the intermediate-range

structure beyond the short range, we performed dedicated
data-driven structure modeling with a combination of
RMC and classical MD simulations. First, the atomic
configurations, which reproduce the Qn distributions
measured by NMR spectroscopy8, for the alkali silicate
glasses were constructed by the RMC modeling techni-
que. After that, the obtained structures were optimized
using the classical MD simulation and minimizing the
energy and then eventually subsequent RMC to refine the
configurations. The final results of the RMC-MD

modeling are plotted in Fig. 2 as solid colored curves.
Good agreement between the RMC-MD model and the
experimental data is obtained.
Figure 4a-c compare the ND/HEXRD SN,X(Q) and the

partial structure factors, Sij(Q) (i and j are atoms), for the
alkali silicate glasses, allowing us to find the contribution
of any pairs of Sij(Q) to the overall FSDP and PP. The
most striking features are the very prominent negative
contributions of the alkali-alkali (Na–Na, Na–K, and
K–K) partials to the FSDP. A similar negative contribu-
tion was reported in the result of the MD simulation for
potassium disilicate glass10, but a negative trend is more
apparent in our data. This is definitely a signature of the
inhomogeneous distribution of the alkali ions14,17 and is
strongly related to the variations in the partial pair-
distribution functions, gij(r), for the alkali-oxygen corre-
lations (see Fig. S3). We would like to emphasize here that
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the final RMC refinement of the experimental data
enables us to visualize the intriguing variation in each
correlation peak due to the finer structures in comparison
with those obtained by the MD simulations (see Fig. S4).
Comparisons of Sij(Q) for the network-forming compo-
nents between SiO2 glass and the alkali silicate glasses are
summarized in Fig. 4d. We can see prominent positive
contributions to the FSDP from the Si-Si, Si-O, and O-O
partial structure factors, Sij(Q), in the case of SiO2 glass.
Intriguingly, the partial structure factors of Si-Si, Si-O,
and O-O for the Na100 glass have less of a contribution to
the FSDP, but the contribution is still positive, suggesting
that the sodium ion does not modify the Si-O network
significantly due to its small size. We can hardly observe
the positive contributions of the partial structure factors
to the FSDP in both the Na50K50 and K100 glasses.
Indeed, this is reasonable if we take account of the dif-
ference in the alkali ion size between sodium and potas-
sium ions (approximately 0.4 Å from the T(r) data in
Fig. 3 and the gij(r) data in Fig. S3). Accordingly, it is
possible to conclude that the extended-range order pro-
posed by Price et al.43 can be formed only in the Na50K50
and K100 glasses.

Analysis of the three-dimensional atomistic structure
As discussed above, it is difficult to identify any detailed

structural information on the basis of the pairwise correlation
relating to the mixed alkali effect because the S(Q) and T(r) of
Na50K50 glass are roughly identical to the average of those of
Na100 and K100 glasses. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze
the RMC-MD-generated atomistic configuration to extract
structural information. Figure 5a (upper) depicts the primitive
(Si-O)n ring statistics. It is well known that SiO2 glass shows a
broad ring size distribution44, although a six-atom ring, which
is the only possible ring structure in the crystalline phase with
comparable density (cristobalite), is dominant. This broad
distribution is the result of topological disorder according to
Cooper and Gupta45, and hence, this is a very important
characteristic in glass. In the case of alkali silicate glasses, we
can see a broader distribution due to the introduction of alkali
ions breaking down the Si-O network, which is consistent with
previous studies10,11. It is worth mentioning that the fractions
of the larger rings (n≧ 13) increase with the addition of K2O
(see Table 1), suggesting that K100 glass is the most topolo-
gically disordered. The cavity surfaces are visualized in Fig. 5b
(middle). Obviously, SiO2 glass, which yields the largest cavity
volume ratio of 32.2%, exhibits a string-like cavity. The cavity
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volume ratio in the alkali silicate glasses increases mono-
tonically with the increase in the K2O amount and cannot
provide any evidence for the mixed alkali effect in the
intermediate-range structure as well as the NMR data8. To
shed light on the mixed alkali effect, we evaluated the cavity
volume distribution in Fig. 5c (bottom), and the maximum
cavity sizes in Table 1. The volume of the largest cavity of SiO2

glass is 14,206 Å3, and the maximum cavity volumes for the
Na100, Na50K50, and K100 glasses are 166, 323, and 1,310 Å3,
respectively, representing the nonlinear variation of the
structure with increasing K2O content. Indeed, Fig. 5c (bot-
tom) demonstrates that the maximum cavity size of the
Na50K50 glass is obviously smaller than the average value of
the Na100 and K100 glasses. Assuming that the size difference
between sodium and potassium ions is 0.4Å, the smaller size
cavities should prevent the migration of potassium ions in the
Na50K50 glass, which explains why the dielectric constant of
the Na50K50 glass is the lowest, as shown in Fig. S1.

Persistent homology analysis
To obtain more detailed information to reconcile the

mixed alkali effect, we applied a novel topological
approach, the persistent homology analysis40, to extract
the topology. Fig. S5a-c show the alkali-centric persistence
diagrams for the alkali silicate glasses. We can observe two
prominent profiles along the diagonal for all the glasses. It
is known that the profile with a very short lifetime
represents three-body correlations, as shown in Fig. S5d-f,
and distinguishable differences among the three glasses are
not observed in the short lifetime distributions, indicating

that the short-range structures should be analogous. On
the other hand, the alkali-centric persistence diagrams of
Na50K50 glass for Na-centric, Na/K-centric, and K-centric
data shown in Fig. 6 exhibit a striking difference. Both the
Na-centric (Fig. 6a) and K-centric data (Fig. 6c) do not
have any characteristic profiles, while only the Na/K-
centric persistence diagram (Fig. 6b) has two profiles at dk
~5 and ~10Å2. These profiles demonstrate that Na and K
are highly correlated with edge-sharing oxygen in
Na50K50 glass, similar to Na-O-K. Indeed, the con-
nectivity analysis46 confirmed that 81% of Na, K, and O
atoms form a network in Na50K50. We compare the
profiles shown in Fig. 6d–f with the partial pair-
distribution functions, gij(r), for the series of alkali sili-
cate glasses in Fig. 6g. As seen in Fig. 6g (left), we can
hardly observe differences among gNaNa(r), gNaK(r), and
gKK(r) because they contain only 1-dimensional informa-
tion. On the other hand, the three-body correlation as a
function of distance in Fig. 6g (right) shows the formation
of specific correlations between Na and K ions, as men-
tioned above. Thus, the persistence diagram enables us to
extract the characteristic topology in the glasses. To obtain
more detailed structural information associated with the
breakdown of the silicate network, alkali-oxygen polyhedra
with the formation of edge-sharing NBO atoms in alkali
silicate glasses are visualized in Fig. 7a-c. We believe that
the visualization should provide us with crucial informa-
tion to uncover the origin of the mixed alkali effect, as
demonstrated in Fig. S1. Contrary to the similar schematic
drawings in the previous studies21,25,26, we depicted the
atomistic configurations from the structural models, which
are consistent with both the NMR and the diffraction data,
for the first time, provide us with more accurate infor-
mation to reconcile the mixed alkali effect. A comparison
between the Na100 and K100 glasses suggests that the
shape of the Na-O polyhedra is planar, whereas that of the
K-O polyhedra is polyhedral. To understand the nature of
the alkali-oxygen polyhedra, we calculated the coordina-
tion numbers of the bridging oxygen (BO) and NBO
around the alkali ions, as summarized in Table 1. The
alkali-NBO coordination number is ~2 in both the Na100
and K100 glasses, and the alkali-BO coordination number
is 2.1 in the Na100 glass. On the other hand, the K100
glass exhibits a larger coordination number, 2.4, and this
trend is enhanced in the Na50K50 glass, in which the K-
BO coordination number is almost 3. The K-O polyhedra
that are highly coordinated to the BO and Na-O polyhedra
are highlighted in black in Fig. 7b, where the potassium
atom is trapped by a higher number of BO atoms (see Fig.
7d). It is likely that these specific configurations involving
NBO atoms are a bottleneck in ionic conduction because
the trapped potassium ions disturb ionic migration. It has
been reported that each kind of alkali ion has an inde-
pendent conduction pathway according to MD

Table 1 Typical structural properties of the alkali silicate
glasses.

Glass SiO2 Na100 Na50K50 K100

Density (g·cm−3) 2.200 2.429 2.439 2.404

Number density (Å−3) 0.06615 0.07280 0.06866 0.06416

NNa-O – 4.2 4.1 –

NNa-BO – 2.1 2.0 –

NNa-NBO – 2.1 2.1 –

NK-O – – 5.2 4.4

NK-BO – – 2.9 2.3

NK-NBO – – 2.3 2.1

Average (Si-O)n ring size 6.6 8.3 7.9 8.1

Fraction of large rings

(n≧13) (%)
0 5.6 7.5 11.0

Cavity volume ratio 32.2 6.6 9.2 13.7

Maximum cavity volume (Å3) 14206 166 323 1310

BO bridging oxygen, NBO non-bridging oxygen, coordination numbers were
calculated up to 3.0 Å and 3.3 Å for Na-O and K-O, respectively
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simulations on lithium potassium metasilicate glass47.
Accordingly, Habasaki et al. found that the transfer of
alkali ions through different ion sites has a low probability
and proposed an interpretation for restricted ion jumping
among the sites occupied by other types of ions due to a
mismatch in the occupation energies of unlike alkali
ions48. Our intriguing finding; that is, the local environ-
ment of potassium ions in the highly coordinated K–O
polyhedra is significantly different from that of sodium
ions in the four-coordinated Na–O polyhedra, successfully

proves their hypothesis. In addition, the specific correla-
tions between the different ions, which are found in the
Na50K50 glass by the persistent homology (Fig. 6g (right))
and connectivity analyses, profoundly inhibited the ionic
migration in the Na50K50 glass further. Hence, the local
structure associated with alkali connectivity is the intrinsic
origin of the mixed alkali effect. In summary, we have
succeeded in visualizing the modified network model
proposed by Greaves with the bottleneck structure, which
stands for the mixed alkali effect21.
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In this study, for the first time, we reconstructed the
most reliable and accurate structure models for the alkali
silicate glasses by using the combined RMC-MD method
and reproducing the NMR spectra and the neutron and
X-ray structure factors simultaneously. On the basis of the
most reliable structural model, we have succeeded in
reconciling the mixed alkali effect based on the behaviors
of the alkali ions around the NBO atoms, as well as the
modification of the Si–O network by addition of alkali
oxides. The advanced topological analysis allows us to
extract novel information on the structure to understand
the origin of the mixed alkali effect. This dedicated
approach therefore offers a way to find crucial knowledge
to uncover other properties in glasses.
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